
Loving, Knowing, and Growing 

Loving with Tara Brach: Part 2 Talk

[00:00:08] 
Thus far in this segment on loving, which is part of loving and knowing and growing, we've 

explored how to bring nurturing inward. And how to really care about our own realness, our own 

woundedness, our own hearts. The next part of this I'd like to explore with you is how do we open 

up our hearts when we're at war with another person. When we're caught in, instead of blaming 

ourselves when our blame is projected outwards and we're filled with resentment.When we're 

not able to forgive or hold another with kindness.

 

[00:00:48] 
And I want to share what I have found is one of the most potent, empowering, liberating 

understandings we can have, which is that no matter how right we think we are, when we're 

judging and blaming, we are in a reactive trance. The other has become an unreal other. And 

we've lost sight of their wholeness of who they really are. And we're contracted from our own 

wholeness. So one of the descriptions of spiritual awakening really is to forgive or let go of any 

story of wrongness and blame. To not push anyone out of our hearts. Because when our hearts 

are forgiving hearts or compassion hearts, really the gold is shining through.

[00:01:35] 
Let me say that if you don't like the word forgiving and many people find it doesn't work for 

them, then you might call it the letting go of a verse of blame, the moving from blame to 

compassion, letting go of the armoring of blame. It's all the same process of freeing up our 

hearts. OK. Now, when we are angry, every one of us has been hurt by others. Every one of 

us. So anger is that closing of the heart. That sense of being unforgiving and it's very natural 

and needed in a discrete phase of what unfolds for us. We're designed to fight when we feel 

threatened and to armor against the hurt of an unmet need. And so each of us has felt at times 

betrayed or let down or rejected. And the more injury, the more rawness and we initially need to 

armor ourselves to get back our stability and our strength and to respond.

 

[00:02:36] 
So anger and all emotions have an intelligence. Anger tells us to listen, to sense what our healthy 

boundaries can be, and to take good care of ourselves. Here's the challenge. That with anger, 

which basically says, "no, you can't do that. No, these are my boundaries." The "no" button can 
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get jammed. And what that means is that we're in a chronic kind of "no." Our body and our mind 

and our heart are chronically being armored, defended, defending against something from the 

outside. And as my friend and author Ruth King put it, and she wrote the book, Mindful of Race, 

she says "Anger is not transformative. It is initiatory." That's a really important understanding. It's 

not transformative. It is initiatory.

 

[00:03:35] 
So if we just stay in the stories of blame, either at an individual level or a group level, there is no 

true healing. And it's like when we get hurt, we create a scab and we need a scab for a certain 

amount of time. But if the scab becomes permanent, if it never falls off, we never get the full 

healing. There's no water and light and nourishment that can really come into us. So while many 

of us intuit that ongoing blame doesn't serve, it's important to respect that it's a very, very difficult 

habit to release when we get caught in strong blame or resentment. Just to test that out and we 

are going to do a bit of "how do we release blame?" together, I invite you to consider where you 

are carrying right now some strong resentment or feelings of blame towards someone you know 

or someone you know of. And just take a moment to bring that to mind. And it's fine to bring it 

up in relation to somebody you don't know, but you're feeling a lot of blame towards it because 

you'll get the same information. So bringing that to mind. Where you're feeling strong resentment 

or blame towards an individual.

 
[00:05:08] 
And here's the inquiry. 

What would you have to feel if you put down the story of you're bad, you're wrong. What would 

you have to feel if you let go of that's difficult. If you couldn't stay in the aversive blame, you 

couldn't stay in the anger. What would you have to feel?

 

[00:05:43] 
You can keep on exploring that, but I'm going to invite you to check out this. Would you have to 

feel underneath that blame or anger, a feeling of being hurt?  A feeling of being powerless. A 

feeling of being at risk.

 
[00:06:04] 
Of that, something bad might happen. Something else bad might happen. 

A sense of grief. What is the blame protecting you from?

 

[00:06:21] So we're going to come back to this because we're going to explore letting go 

of blame to the degree you feel like you want to and feel ready. But I want to bring up some 
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common misunderstandings about forgiveness or about releasing blame. And one is that some 

people feel like, well, if I do that, then in some way I'm justifying or condoning what another 

person has done. I'm saying you're right and I'm wrong.

 

[00:06:52] 

I'm actually letting it happen. I'm being passive. And so I want to say right off that this process 

of releasing the armoring around our heart is not one of then saying what is going on is OK. That 

I'm going to let it happen. That we're doing a thumbs up or being passive. If someone is causing 

harm, we can let go of the anger, hatred and blame and absolutely commit ourselves to do 

everything within our power to never let this happen again. We can dedicate ourselves. It may 

be that we never speak with someone again. It may be we take legal action maybe that we 

get more involved in terms of social change and become more socially active. There's a real 

difference between wise discrimination, which realizes "well when you do this, it causes harm" 

and judgment or blame, which says "you're a bad, evil person" and has a feeling of a hatred or 

disliked that goes with it. That latter keeps our hearts bound.

 

[00:08:05] 
So, we look at it more closely now and we realize that if we want to let go of that scab, if we 

want to release the armor, there's an organic process. You cannot force forgiveness. In fact, 

it becomes what I call premature forgiveness because there's a real process to go through 

that really is organic. You can be willing, but you can't, will it. So I just want to name that. And 

especially if there's been trauma. It needs to be gradual. 

 

[00:08:41] 
I've known people that thought that forgiveness was a spiritual thing to do and tried to forgive 

around traumatic assaults and actually just created a lot of shame in their bodies and lost their 

own sense of empowerment. We need to hold onto our armoring for a certain amount of time. 

We need to feel angry to get up our energy in a gradual way to letting go where we feel safe 

enough to touch the wrongness and the wounds that are underneath the scab, underneath 

the armor. Often we need help with it. We might need a therapist's help. We need to do many 

rounds of gently opening to the pain that's underneath blame or forgiveness or a lack of 

forgiveness. It can be a life process. There can be many layers where we touch in to under the 

anger, deep fear, deep grief.

 
[00:09:39] 
So just to give you an example of one person's process, he and his father were really, really at 

war with each other in their own way. His father had always kind of, when he was little, picked 

on and told him he was too sensitive and shamed him because he wasn't the kind of son that 
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his father wanted. And so he felt a lot of anger and blame towards his father. And even when 

his father was older and had a heart attack, he was really bitter towards him. And a sister said, 

"Why don't you forgive him? He's old now." And his response was "He'll never know the hurt he's 

caused me." Well, he came to a retreat with us where we were exploring the whole process 

of letting go of blame. And I had him do that question I asked you. I said, "Well if you weren't 

holding on to your story of how bad a person he is, what would you have to feel?" And this 

is where RAIN came in. He could recognize, oh, I would have to feel underneath that blame 

hurt. That he didn't love me. And then he felt that and allowed that to be there and start 

investigating. And underneath the hurt was the huge grief. I'll never have the father that loves 

me. And that's when he could nurture. That's when he could bring compassion to his own feeling 

of kind of severed belonging, never having the father he would have wished for. He had to do 

many, many rounds. I remember at that retreat, his hand was on his heart a lot. But when he got 

back, there was a little more space. And he could start seeing how his father was acting out of 

his own insecurities. And his father had another heart attack. And this man actually spent a lot 

of time with him. And they started having an easier flow. There were more kindnesses and more 

jokes and so on. And at one point, he was reading to his father and his father, kind of asked him 

to stop. And he said, "You know, you'll never know how much I loved you."

 

[00:11:56] 
And this man told me, he said "Tara, he wouldn't have been able to say that if I hadn't already 

let go of so much blame. Something in him was safe enough to even say that."

Now, I don't share the story because if you let go of blame and you forgive someone, they'll all 

of a sudden acted the way you want them to. But you will be freer. And it does create more 

of a field of kindness in the world. So we do it for the freedom of our own heart. And the basic 

practice of forgiveness or letting go of blame has a sense of making a U-turn. Where we go from, 

I'm blaming this person to turning around and saying, oh, OK, recognize what's going on here, 

allow it, investigate what's really the feeling and the vulnerability. Bring compassion to myself. 

And then in after the RAIN, we actually can look at the other person with a lot more clarity. We 

can see how they're more than just the bad person that fragment of a person, that unreal other 

that we had taken them to be. The motivation for letting go of blame is in all of us. There's an 

intelligence in you that knows that as long as you're carrying resentment or anger. 

 
[00:13:27] 
As long as the heart's closed off to others, there's really not peace within. We know that. So 

this next practice we're doing, where we're bringing RAIN to blame, is a way of honoring that 

intelligence and seeing if we can free our own hearts.


